
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

  
  

  
 

 
   

  
 

 

    

   
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

  

 

 
  

 
 

 

  
 

  
 

 
 

 

 

Math-Related Predictors of  Academic Success for Future Educators 
Sandra Kahn, Data Administrator & Team Lead Dr. Lisa McCully, Director, Office of  Student Services 
Alison Sternal, Undergraduate Advisor Michelle Xiong, Undergraduate Advisor 

BACKGROUND FINDINGS CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
California has a predicted deficit of  2 million degrees by 2025. 
In California, there is a predicted deficit by 2025 of  more than 2 million workers with degrees or 
credentials. Millions of  Californian lack the required credential or degree to benefit from California’s 
projected economic growth (California Competes, 2015). 

CSU prioritizes student success with Graduation Initiative 2025. 
The California State University (CSU) publically committed to improved graduation rates and zero 
achievement gaps by 2025 for its undergraduate student population. CSU Graduation Initiative 2025 calls
for 40% of  first-time students to graduate within 4-years, 70% within 6-years.  Likewise, 45% of  transfer 
students are to graduate in 2-years, 85% within 4-years. 

Low grades impede progress, damage confidence and add to student debt.
Low grades are known to negatively impact student retention and graduation rates by impeding student 
progression (Bahr, 2009; Yue & Fu, 2017).  They have also been shown to damage academic confidence 
(Lotkowski, Robbins & Noeth, 2004; Fowler & Boylan, 2010), increase the cost of  college, and add to 
student debt (Britt, Ammerman, Barrett & Jones, 2017). 

Currently, graduation rates for College of  Education liberal studies students are strong, approaching or 
exceeding SDSU goals for Graduation Initiative 2025. Even so, College of  Education leadership and staff 
are committed to identifying and taking action on opportunities for improvement. We especially want to be 
attuned to opportunities to close completion gaps that may exist for traditionally underrepresented student
populations. 

Liberal studies advisors were especially interested in exploring the relationship between 
math course grades and student progress through the major. 
This is an issue of  equity. We want to encourage students to see themselves as confident problem solvers 
who can make valuable mathematical contribution, and to be confident and enthusiastic when teaching 
math to young minds (Aguirre, Mayfeld Ingram, & Martin, 2013). 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Data Exploration 
• What courses show higher rates of  low grades for liberal studies majors?
• Are there differences in (graduation rates, time to degree, major changes) for liberal studies students with

low grades versus those without low grades?
• Is there evidence of  disproportionate impact for traditionally underrepresented liberal studies students?
Transcript Analysis
• What patterns can be observed in liberal studies student academic profiles, with respect to mathematics 

(preparation, courses and assessments) and its relationship to degree completion?
Regression Analysis
• What factors related to math success are statistically significant predictors of  on-time graduation? 

METHODS 
Using Tableau Software, interactive summary charts were prepared for low grades earned by major cohort.
Factors included graduation rates, time to degree, transferring institution and student demographics. The 
Data Champions team reviewed and discussed these charts, and selected two Liberal Studies course for 
transcript analysis: MATH 210 and MATH 211. 
Data Source:
SDSU SIMS/R, queried by Sandra Kahn using PLSQL in Oracle Application Express (10/15/2018)

Two groups of  first time students from the Fall 2012 cohort were identified.  Group 1 earned low grades 
in MATH 210/211 or did not pass the Liberal Studies Math Placement Assessment.  Group 2 was the 
comparison group, with A’s & B’s in MATH 210/211 and passing scores on the Liberal Studies Math
Placement Assessment.  40 students were randomly selected for transcript review: 20 from Group 1 and 
20 from Group 2.  SDSU academic profiles were prepared with student transcripts, test scores and 
background information.  Later, an additional group of  Group 1 students from the Fall 2014 and Fall
2016 cohorts were selected for review. 
Data Sources:
Data Champions Longitudinal Data Set, custom version that includes course outcomes for MATH 210 and MATH 211 (03/20/2019)
Test Scores for Liberal Studies Math Placement Assessments, queried from SDSU Test Center (03/10/2019)

The Data Champions Team, along with college and program leadership, met twice for a total of  5 hours to 
review academic profiles, using the approach used by The Education Trust and described in Diploma 
Matters: A Field Guide for College and Career Readiness (Murray, 2011). This methods involves a 
collaborative team-based review of  transcripts, looking for enrollment patterns and roadblocks to success 
for students. Observations from the transcript analysis were qualitatively organized by theme. 

Finally, results from the transcript analysis were analyzed with logistic regression, to determine if 
qualitatively observed factors related to math success were statistically significant predictors of  on-time 
graduation.
Data Sources:
Data Champions Longitudinal Data Set, custom version that includes course outcomes for MATH 210 and MATH 211 (03/20/2019)
Test Scores for Liberal Studies Math Placement Assessments, queried from SDSU Test Center (03/10/2019) 

Data Exploration Logistic Regression Analysis 

What factors related to math success are statistically
significant predictors of  on-time graduation? 

Cohort First Time Students Transfer Students Total 
Fall 2011 69 55 124 
Fall 2012 88 101 189 
Fall 2013 61 97 158 
Fall 2014 91 99 190 

Total 309 352 661 

Variables List 
Groups Entry Term (Cohort), Enrollment Status, Full-time 

Status 

Student Background Age, Gender, Hispanic, URM, 1st Gen, Military, 
Service Area, EOP, Pell

Academic Preparation PreMajor Status, Math Proficiency, Eligibility
/Assessment Index, Incoming GPA, Incoming Units, SAT 

Math, ACT Math, ELM, LS-MPA 
Graduation Graduated, Graduated 2/4 Years, Graduated 4/6 
Outcomes Years, Graduated Liberal Studies 

Regression Analysis Findings 
We found the following variables be significant predictors 
of  graduation outcomes): 

First Time Students Transfer Students 

Graduate Incoming GPA Incoming GPA (1.486, 4.417)
(.957, 2.605)

Graduate Pell (.952, 2.591) Hispanic (.657, 1.929)
4/2 Years Incoming Units (.041, 1.042)

T2 PreMajor Status (2.546, 17.759)
Graduate [none] Incoming GPA (1.754,5.780)
6/4 Years T2 PreMajor Status (1.313,3.715) 

Correlations – On Time Graduation (4/2 Years)
First Time Students Transfer Students 

Hispanic -.093 -.114 * 
URM -.142 * -.095 
1st Gen -.131 * -.116 * 
Pell -.187 * .011 
Military .068 .106 * 
Service Area -.166 * .148 * 
HS Math Proficiency .122 * 
SAT Math .145 * 
ACT Math .208 * 
Incoming GPA .184 * .263 * 
Incoming Units .051 .222 * 
Term 1 PreMajor Status -.302 * 
Term 1 PreMajor Status -.539 * 
Graduate Liberal Studies .562 * .429 * 
* p<.05 

Transcript Analysis 

What patterns can be observed in liberal studies student academic profiles, with respect to 
mathematics (preparation, courses and assessments) and its relationship to degree completion? 

Theme 1: Liberal Studies Math Placement Assessment (LS-MPA)
LS-MPA does not appear to delay graduation.  Supporting interventions such as tutoring, 
advising and re-takes appear to be working. 

LS-MPA failing scores are mostly near misses. 

LS-MPA failures appear related to math preparation indicators. 

Theme 2: Low Grades
Low grades in MATH 210 and/or MATH 211 do not appear to delay graduation. 

Low grades in MATH 210 and/or MATH 211 do not appear to affect upper division 
courses. 

Theme 3: Math Confidence 
Students are experiencing unnecessary negative experiences that may impact their relationship
to math.  Much of  the discussion centered on building strong math identities and preparing 
teachers that are confident in their ability to learn and teach math. 

Example of  Academic Profile 

We conclude that our advisors’ interest in liberal studies students’ experiences with math – preparation,
assessment and coursework – was well founded.  And, there is evidence of  disproportionate impact for 
underrepresented students.  Thus, we purpose to take the following actions: 

• Request funding for a Liberal Studies Math Bridge Program to be incorporated into orientation, 
or available during summer.  Students will refresh their math skills and take the Liberal Studies Math
Placement Assessment.  Math Education faculty will be consulted in the design of  this program. 

• Advocate for procedural changes to the Liberal Studies Math Placement Assessment. We will 
request exam result be changed from Pass/Fail to Pass/Not Passed.  We will allow students to pass 
individual sections of  the exam, instead of  requiring all sections be passed in one sitting. 

• Incorporate math preparation and student background data into advising. This study identified 
new data elements that can support proactive support and ‘intrusive’ advising.  Liberal studies advisors 
make frequent use of  data, and collaborate often with the college data administrator. 

• Seek Student Input. Results of  this study may inform questions that will be asked on student surveys. 
The College of  Education is in the process of  reviewing and revising exit and and follow-up surveys. 

• Conduct Follow Up Studies 
Pre-major Status. Once again, pre-major status was shown to be related to on-time graduation for 
liberal studies transfer students.  We will refresh study results annually, and prioritize supporting 
smooth transitions into the major. 

Transfer Students.  Our team is enthusiastic about the transcript review method used in this study, 
and intends to continue to employ in exploring student success questions.  First on the list will be 
exploring math-related factors for transfer students. 
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